
FORMULA & GT RACING SIMULATOR 

SPECIFICATION OVERVIEW 

          
GT / SMALL (CONSOLE)



GT SIMULATOR 

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

GT based fibergalss seat shown with our ‘V3 Base System’ which features built-in PC system, 

HD Audio, Speakers, Wind Simulation, Multi-Dimensional 8 zone Tactile Feedback system and 

fully VR compliant. Our bases can be fitted with Mobility option (lockable wheels) for ease of 

transportation and rapid re-deployment. 

Our base system V3 is engineered to provide a wealth of features while 

completely eliminating ALL of the cabling and external hardware such as 

external PC, controllers, power supply, sound amplifiers and peripherals. 

All in a sleek and ergonimically functional system which can be 

custom painted to any colour and finish of your chosing.  

Built-in PC system fitted 

with the latest gen water 

cooled CPU and Nvidia 

or AMD GPU. 

Now available with enhanced 

pedal support system allowing 

the same adjustability as 

a seat slider, but for pedals. 

An additional 4 level pitch 

adjustment allows 



DRIVER STEERING & PEDAL 

SYSTEM FOR GT & FORMULA

Hydraulic, pressure sensitive, fully adjustable, 12 bit resolution professional pedals. 

(shown with optional clutch pedal). 

Pro 15 - Direct Drive steering motor provides high fidelity feedback 

at 15Nm sustained torque, ideal for GT/Touring. Or the SC Pro with 25Nm, 

ideal for Formula /LMP or Karting applicartions. Fitted with Motorsport QR 

mount compatible with all our steering wheels

Formula Steering wheel, features magnetic 

actuated carbon fiber paddle shifters with ffully 

programmable knobs and buttons.

Made of aircraft grade aluminium 

and 304 grade stainless steel.

Generic 320mm GT wheel + adjustable carbon paddle shifters + 12 

programmable buttons + heavy duty Motorsport QR + coiled USB. 



DRIVER FEEDBACK &

DISPLAY OPTIONS

55” Curved LED screen mobile stand supports 

single or triple displays (up to 50”), or a single 

Ultra-wdie 49” version. 

Both support our optional mobilty function.

Multi-Dimensional Tactile feedback systrem (integral to our 

Base System V3 on both GT and Formula chassis) provides 

realtime 0 latency feedback of all 4 tyres, suspension travel, 

transmission and road surface, including track elevation, 

bumps, dips, rumble strips and impacts. 

 
With up to 8 transducers (upgradeable from stage 1 to 

stage 3) allowing additional feel for wheel lockup, 

ABS, enhanced understeer/oversteer and transmission 

feedback (ideal for GT, Rally or Drift setups). 
VR is all integrated within the Simulator. 

HTC, Oculus, HP or Valve VR provides an immersive and 

realistic driving experience available with realtime head 

tracking and audio headphone system.          
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FORMULA / LMP SIMULATOR 

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Formula based Simulator chassis shown with our ‘V2 Base System’ which features built-in PC 

system, HD Audio, Multi-Dimensional 8 zone Tactile Feedback system and fully VR compliant. 

Our bases can be fitted with Wind Simulation, our Mobility option (lockable wheels for ease 

of transportation and rapid re-deployment.  All in a sleek and ergonimically functional system 

which can be custom painted and fin ished to your branding. 

Now available with enhanced 

pedal support system allowing 

the same adjustability as a seat 

slider, but for the pedals. An ad-

ditional 4 level pitch adjustment 

allows full pedal

height adjustment.

Optional external HDMI, USB 

or RJ45 Network connection 

ports to external chassis for a 

truly plug and play solution.

New FIA seat design offers a truly authentic

Formula / LMP driving position on our chassis 

and can be supplied in either Carbon Fiber or 

Fiberglass construction.

Livery or branding can be painted to both 

outer and inner mould. Including embroidery 

to seat padding. 
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Drive like a real racing driver
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